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Abstract

Vibrations are one of the biggest problems in astronomical instrumentation. Even after care-
fully designing an adaptive optics system, it remains a major contribution to the residual error.
ARGOS is the facility GLAO system for the LBT. It has a dedicated vibration compensation
system to stabilize the laser guide stars, which allows operation in windy conditions. We give
an overview of the setup and discuss its performance and impact on the reliability of ARGOS.

1 Introduction

In the last years the ARGOS[2] ground layer adaptive optics instrument has been installed at the
Large Binocular Telescope (LBT). The goal of the system is to reduce the seeing by a factor of
two or better for the imager and spectrograph LUCI[5, 1]. The system consists for each side of the
LBT of three Rayleigh laser guide stars that are produced by gating a pulsed laser with Pockels
cells. The laser light is fed into high order wavefront sensors.

The system is required to work under all reasonable seeing and wind conditions. Therefore, a
good stability of the laser beacon on sky, even under the influence of wind shake is necessary. The
vibration compensation system[3, 4] is designed to detect vibrations in the laser uplink path and
mitigate the jitter of the beacon. This paper gives an overview of the system and vibration features
we found. We show its performance with respect to the improvement of the stability of the laser
beacon on the wavefront sensors. This allows for observations under stronger wind and helps the
robustness of ARGOS.

2 The vibration compensation system

The lasers of the ARGOS system are launched from the central platform of the telescope, between
the two primary mirrors. At the top of the wind brace the light is deflected with two flat mirrors
(LM1 and LM2) behind the adaptive secondary mirrors and then propagated to the sky.

On the backside of each of the LM mirrors four accelerometers are installed to measure the
vibrations in the system. The signals are used to control a piezo mirror in open loop to counter
the vibrations on the LMs. The Kalman filter based control is computed in a NI real-time system.
Additionally, a link from the wavefront sensor provides jitter information for fast guiding.
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For our test we took vibration data on two different ARGOS runs in March and May 2017.
During the nights we recorded snapshots of vibration data with a length of one minute each. This
includes the measurements of the accelerometers, the computed feed forward control, the piezo
mirror position and the jitter information from the wavefront sensors. This way we obtained data
for various observing conditions: different wind speeds, telescope elevations and seeing.

3 Analysis of vibration lines
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Figure 1: Vibration spectra of accelerometer on LM1 (SX side); averaged measurements, March
2017; x: frequency (Hz), y: accelerometer output

In our analysis we first want to have a look at the signal we get from the accelerometers. In
Figure 1 we can see the spectra of the four accelerometers on LM1 (SX side), averaged over all our
measurements from March. In the spectra of the vibration signal several features can be found:
for some of the lines, we can identify interesting correlations. The figures of specific lines can be
read as follows: the y axis are the different data sets, the x axis gives the frequency, cut around
the vibration line, for each of the four accelerometers next to each other.

Some lines (e.g. 18 Hz, see Fig. 2) are strongly wind dependent, which might correspond to
wind pressure excited resonances in the mirrors or the telescope structure itself. It can be seen that
the vibration has a comparable strength on all accelerometers. Other lines are dependent on the
elevation of the telescope, either getting stronger with lower (28.5 Hz, see Fig. 3) or with higher
(97.5 Hz, see Fig. 4) elevation. This indicates that the vibrations are self-made in the telescope
structure, for example origins in some pump, fans, etc. and could, if the source can be identified,
be eliminated.
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Figure 2: Frequency 18 Hz line for all 4 accelerometers on LM1 (SX); x: frequency cuts around the
line for all four accelerometers; y: different data sets

Figure 3: Frequency 28.5 Hz line for all 4 accelerometers on LM1 (SX); x: frequency cuts around
the line for all four accelerometers; y: different data sets
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Figure 4: Frequency 97.5 Hz line for all 4 accelerometers on LM1 (SX); x: frequency cuts around
the line for all four accelerometers; y: different data sets

4 Performance of the vibration compensation

For the evaluation of the performance of the vibration compensation we used the vibration data
from the wavefront sensors. With this measurements we analyze the stability of the laser beacon on
the detector. We used night time with medium weather conditions (7m/s wind, 1.3 arcsec seeing)
to test the impact of the compensation system. For several minutes the compensation was turned
on or off every 30 seconds. For the recorded data we computed the rms jitter error in the wavefront
sensor.

In Figure 5 we show the strength of the jitter for each second of data. The impact of the
vibration compensation is clearly visible in the plot, the 30 seconds periods, when the control is
turned on or off, easily distinguishable. This is a good indication that the system compensates
for the vibrations in the laser uplink path correctly. Note, that the data includes the uncorrected
vibration of the downlink path as well. Table 1 shows the average rms error for both states for each
side and axis and additionally gives the relative improvement of the jitter stability on the wavefront
sensors.

The vibration on one axis (SX, x) is clearly worse than on the other ones. This can also be seen
in independent measurements of other instruments on the LBT and needs further investigations.

SX, x SX, y DX, x DX, y

vibration compensation off (mas) 370 200 180 145
vibration compensation on (mas) 230 120 120 110
relative residual 63% 60% 67% 78%

Table 1: RMS jitter error with and without vibration compensation
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Figure 5: Jitter error with the vibration compensation turned on and off every 30 seconds

5 Improvement of the fast guiding link

The accelerometers are most sensitive at high frequencies. In order to get a good compensation
for the lower frequencies, the jitter information is used from the wavefront sensors. The jitter
information is added in the realtime control computer of the vibration compensation system to the
control signal computed from the accelerometer data. But especially for frequencies in the middle
range (6̃0 Hz) the delay of this sequence is too high for a good correction. To improve the delay of
this closed loop control, a direct summation device is added to the system to bypass the realtime
control computer. As a result the delay is improved by 1 ms.

In Figure 6 the vibration spectrum of the old configuration is compared to the new setup. It
can be observed that the vibrations in the medium frequency range of about 50-70Hz are improved
with the help of the direct summation. As a comparison with the changing conditions during the
different runs is difficult, we plotted the performance of the two configurations with respect to the
wind speed in Figure 7. The improvement of the jitter can be clearly seen, so the direct summation
further helps the stability of the system.

6 Conclusion

The ARGOS vibration compensation system stabilizes the laser uplink path with the help of ac-
celerometers. In this paper we have shown that there are interesting features in the vibration
spectra on the laser path fold mirrors. These could be used to increase the stability of the LBT
as a whole. The improvement of the jitter on the wavefront sensors with the open loop vibration
compensation is clearly visible. Together with an upgrade in the fast guiding loop this helps to run
the ARGOS GLAO loop reliably in windy conditions
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Figure 6: Vibration spectrum before (left) and after (right) the fast link improvement
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Figure 7: Jitter error before (march) and after (may) the fast link improvement vs. wind speed
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